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Abstract

Realistic simulators are critical for training and verify-

ing robotics systems. While most of the contemporary simu-

lators are hand-crafted, a scaleable way to build simulators

is to use machine learning to learn how the environment be-

haves in response to an action, directly from data. In this

work, we aim to learn to simulate a dynamic environment

directly in pixel-space, by watching unannotated sequences

of frames and their associated actions. We introduce a novel

high-quality neural simulator referred to as DriveGAN that

achieves controllability by disentangling different compo-

nents without supervision. In addition to steering controls,

it also includes controls for sampling features of a scene,

such as the weather as well as the location of non-player

objects. Since DriveGAN is a fully differentiable simulator,

it further allows for re-simulation of a given video sequence,

offering an agent to drive through a recorded scene again,

possibly taking different actions. We train DriveGAN on

multiple datasets, including 160 hours of real-world driv-

ing data. We showcase that our approach greatly surpasses

the performance of previous data-driven simulators, and al-

lows for new key features not explored before.

1. Introduction

The ability to simulate is a key component of intelli-

gence. Consider how animals make thousands of decisions

each day. Some of the decisions are critical for survival,

such as deciding to step away from an approaching car.

Mentally simulating the future given the current situation

is key in planning successfully. In robotic applications such

as autonomous driving, simulation is also a scaleable, ro-

bust and safe way of testing self-driving vehicles in safety-

critical scenarios before deploying them in the real world.

Simulation further allows for a fair comparison of different

autonomous driving systems since one has control over the

repeatability of the scenarios.

Desired properties of a good robotic simulator include

accepting an action from an agent and generating a plausi-

ble next world state, allowing for user control over the scene

elements, and the ability to re-simulate an observed scenario
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Figure 1: We aim to learn a controllable neural simulator that

can generate high-fidelity real-world scenes. DriveGAN takes user

controls (e.g. steering weel, speed) as input and renders the next

screen. It allows users to control different aspects of the scene,

such as weather and objects.

with plausible variations. This is no easy feat as the world

is incredibly rich in situations one can encounter. Most of

the existing simulators [9, 41, 30, 46] are hand-designed in

a game engine, which involves significant effort in content

creation, and designing complex behavior models to control

non-player objects. Grand Theft Auto, one of the most re-

alistic driving games to date, set in a virtual replica of Los

Angeles, took several years to create and involved hundreds

of artists and engineers. In this paper, we advocate for data-

driven simulation as a way to achieve scaleability.

Data-driven simulation has recently gained attention. Li-

darSim [36] used a catalog of annotated 3D scenes to sam-

ple layouts into which reconstructed objects obtained from

a large number of recorded drives are placed, in the quest

to achieve diversity for training and testing a LIDAR-based

perception system. [24, 8, 43], on the other hand, learn

to synthesize road-scene 3D layouts directly from images

without supervision. These works do not model the dynam-

ics of the environment and object behaviors.

As a more daring alternative, recent works attempted to

create neural simulators [27, 14] that learn to simulate the

environment in response to the agent’s actions directly in

pixel-space by digesting large amounts of video data along

with actions. This line of work provides a scaleable way to

simulation, as we do not rely on any human-provided an-

notations, except for the agent’s actions which are cheap

to obtain from odometry sensors. It is also a more chal-
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lenging way, since the complexity of the world and the dy-

namic agents acting inside it, needs to be learned in a high-

resolution camera view. In this paper, we follow this route.

We introduce DriveGAN, a neural simulator that learns

from sequences of video footage and associated actions

taken by an ego-agent in an environment. DriveGAN lever-

ages Variational-Auto Encoder [29] and Generative Adver-

sarial Networks [13] to learn a latent space for images on

which a dynamics engine learns the transitions within the

latent space. The key aspects of DriveGAN are its disen-

tangled latent space and high-resolution and high-fidelity

frame synthesis conditioned on the agent’s actions. The

disentanglement property of DriveGAN gives users addi-

tional control over the environment, such as changing the

weather and locations of non-player objects. Furthermore,

since DriveGAN is an end-to-end differentiable simulator,

we are able to re-create the scenarios observed from real

video footage allowing the agent to drive again through the

recorded scene but taking different actions. This property

makes DriveGAN the first neural driving simulator of its

kind. By learning on 160 hours of real driving data, we

showcase DriveGAN to learn high-fidelity simulation, sur-

passing all existing neural simulators by a significant mar-

gin, and allowing for the control over the environment not

possible previously.

2. Related Work

2.1. Video Generation and Prediction

As in image generation, the standard architectures for

video generation are VAEs [6, 19], auto-regressive mod-

els [42, 48, 23, 55], flow-based models [31], and GANs

[37, 53, 44, 45, 4, 51]. For a generator to sample videos, it

must be able to generate realistic looking frames as well as

realistic transitions between frames. Video prediction mod-

els [39, 34, 11, 38, 1, 33, 57] learn to produce future frames

given a reference frame, and they share many similarities to

video generation models. Similar architectures can be ap-

plied to the task of conditional video generation in which

information such as semantic segmentation is given as in-

put to the model [54, 35]. In this work, we use a VAE-GAN

[32] based on StyleGAN [25] to learn a latent space of nat-

ural images, then train a dynamics model within the space.

2.2. Datadriven Simulation and Modelbased RL

The goal of data-driven simulation is to learn simula-

tors given observations from the environment to be simu-

lated. Meta-Sim [24, 8] learns to produce scene parameters

in a synthetic scene. LiDARSim [36] leverages deep learn-

ing and physics engine to produce LiDAR point clouds.

In this work, we focus on data-driven simulators that pro-

duce future frames given controls. World Model [14] use

a VAE [29] and LSTM [18] to model transition dynamics

xt
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Figure 2: DriveGAN takes an image xt and action at as input

at time t. With encoder ξ, xt is encoded into disentangled latent

codes ztheme
t and zcontent

t . Dynamics Engine learns the transition

function for the latent codes given at. Image Generator produces

xt+1, which is fed to the next time step, autoregressively.

and rendering functionality. In GameGAN [27], a GAN

and a memory module are used to mimic the engine be-

hind games such as Pacman and VizDoom. Model-based

RL [49, 5, 15, 22, 14] also aims at learning a dynamics

model of some environment which agents can utilize to plan

their actions. While prior work has applied neural simula-

tion to simple environments [2, 50] in which a ground-truth

simulator is already known, we also apply our model to real-

world driving data and focus on improving the quality of

simulations. Furthermore, we show how users can intera-

tively edit scenes to create diverse simulation environments.

3. Methodology

Our objective is to learn a high-quality controllable neu-

ral simulator by watching sequences of video frames and

their associated actions. We aim to achieve controllability

in two aspects: 1) We assume there is an egocentric agent

that can be controlled by a given action. 2) We want to con-

trol different aspects of the current scene, for example, by

modifying an object or changing the background color.

Let us denote the video frame at time t as xt and the

continuous action as at. We learn to produce the next frame

xt+1 given the previous frames x1:t and actions a1:t. Fig 2

provides an overview of our model. Image encoder ξ pro-

duces the disentangled latent codes ztheme and zcontent for x

in an unsupervised manner. We define theme as information

that does not depend on pixel locations such as the back-

ground color or weather of the scene, and content as spatial

content (Fig 4). Dynamics Engine, a recurrent neural net-

work, learns to produce the next latent codes ztheme
t+1 , zcontent

t+1

given ztheme
t , zcontent

t , and at. ztheme
t+1 and zcontent

t+1 go through

an image decoder that generates the output image.

Generating high-quality temporally-consistent image se-

quences is a challenging problem [31, 37, 4, 51, 54, 35].

Rather than generating a sequence of frames directly, we

split the learning process into two steps, motivated by World

Model [14]. Sec 3.1 introduces our encoder-decoder archi-

tecture that is pre-trained to produce the latent space for

images. We propose a novel architecture that disentangles

themes and content while achieving high-quality generation

by leveraging a Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE) and Gen-
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Figure 3: Pretraining stage learns the encoder and decoder for

images. The encoder ξ produces zcontent and ztheme which comprise

the disentangled latent space that the dynamics engine trains on.

The gaussian blocks represent reparameterization steps [29].

erative Adversarial Networks (GAN). Sec 3.2 describes the

Dynamics Engine that learns the latent space dynamics. We

also show how the Dynamics Engine further disentangles

action-dependent and action-independent content.

3.1. Pretrained Latent Space

We build our image decoder on top of the popular Style-

GAN [25, 26], but make several modifications that allow

for theme-content disentanglement. Since extracting the

GAN’s latent code that corresponds to an input image is

not trivial, we introduce an encoder ξ that maps an image

x into its latent code z. We utilize the VAE formulation,

particularly the β-VAE [17] to control the KL term better.

Therefore, on top of the adversarial losses from StyleGAN,

we add the following loss at each step of generator training:

LV AE = Ez∼q(z|x)[log(p(x|z))] + βKL(q(z|x)||p(z))

where p(z) is the standard normal prior distribution, q(z|x)
is the approximate posterior from the encoder ξ, and KL

is the Kullback-Leibler divergence. For the reconstruction

term, we reduce the perceptual distance [58] between the

input and output images rather than the pixel-wise distance.

This form of combining VAE and GAN has been ex-

plored before [32]. To achieve our goal of controllable sim-

ulation, we introduce several novel modifications to the en-

coder and decoder. Firstly, we disentangle the theme and

content of the input image. Our encoder ξ is composed of

a feature extractor ξfeat and two encoding heads ξcontent and

ξtheme (Figure 3). ξfeat takes an image x as input and con-

sists of several convolution layers whose output is passed

to the two heads. ξcontent produces zcontent ∈ R
N×N×D1

which has N × N spatial dimension. On the other hand,

ξtheme produces ztheme ∈ R
D2 , a single vector, which con-

trols the theme of the output image. Let us denote z =
{zcontent, ztheme}. Note that zcontent and ztheme are matched to

be from the standard normal prior by the reparametrization

and training of VAE. We feed z into the StyleGAN decoder.

StyleGAN controls the appearance of generated images

with adaptive instance normalization (AdaIN ) [10, 20, 12]

layers after each convolution layer of its generator. AdaIN

applies the same scaling and bias to each spatial location of

a normalized feature map:

AdaIN(m, α, γ) = A(m, α, γ) = α
m− µ(m)

σ(m)
+ γ (1)

Randomly Generated + Random ztheme
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Figure 4: Left column shows randomly generated images from

different environments. By sampling ztheme, we can change theme

information such as weather while keeping the content consistent.

where m ∈ R
N×N×1 is a feature map with N ×N spatial

dimension and α, γ are scalars for scaling and bias. Thus,

AdaIN layers are perfect candidates for inserting theme

information. We pass ztheme through an MLP to get the

scaling and bias values for each AdaIN layer. Now, be-

cause of the shape of zcontent, it naturally encodes the con-

tent information from the corresponding N ×N grid loca-

tions. Rather than having a constant block as the input to

the first layer as in StyleGAN, we pass zcontent as the input.

Furthermore, we can sample a new vector v ∈ R
1×1×D1

from the normal prior distribution to swap out the content

of some grid location. Preliminary experiments showed that

encoding information only using the plain StyleGAN de-

coder is not adequate for capturing the details of scenes with

multiple objects because the generator must recover spa-

tial information from the inputs to AdaIN layers, which

apply the same scaling and bias to all spatial locations.

We use the multi-scale multi-patch discriminator architec-

ture [54, 21, 47], which results in higher quality images for

complex scenes. We use the same adversarial losses LGAN

from StyleGAN, and the final loss function is Lpretrain =
LV AE + LGAN .

We observe that balancing the KL loss with suitable β

in LV AE is essential. Smaller β gives better reconstruction

quality, but the learned latent space could be far away from

the prior, in which case the dynamics model (Sec.3.2) had

a harder time learning the dynamics. This causes z to be

overfit to x, and it becomes more challenging to learn the

transitions between frames in the overfitted latent space.

3.2. Dynamics Engine

With the pre-trained encoder and decoder, the Dynamics

Engine learns the transition between latent codes from one

time step to the next given an action at. We fix the parame-

ters of the encoder and decoder, and only learn the parame-

ters of the engine. This allows us to pre-extract latent codes

for a dataset before training. The training process becomes

faster and significantly easier than directly working with

images, as latent codes typically have dimensionality much

smaller than the input. In addition, we further disentangle
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Figure 5: Dynamics Engine produces the next latent codes, given

an action and previous latent codes. It disentangles content in-

formation into action-dependent and action-independent features

with its two separate LSTMs. Dashed lines correspond to temporal

connections. Gaussian blocks indicate reparameterization steps.

content information from zcontent into action-dependent and

action-independent features without supervision.

In a 3D environment, the view-point shifts as the ego

agent moves. This shifting naturally happens spatially, so

we employ a convolutional LSTM module (Figure 5) to

learn the spatial transition between each time step:

vt = F(H(hconv
t−1, at, z

content
t , ztheme

t )) (2)

it, ft, ot = σ(vit), σ(v
f
t ), σ(v

o
t ) (3)

cconv
t = ft ⊙ cconv

t−1 + it ⊙ tanh(vgt ) (4)

hconv
t = ot ⊙ tanh(cconv

t ) (5)

where hconv
t , cconv

t are the hidden and cell state of the con-

vLSTM module, and it, ft, ot are the input, forget, output

gates, respectively. H replicates at and ztheme
t spatially to

match the N × N spatial dimension of zcontent
t . It fuses all

inputs by concatenating and running through a 1×1 convo-

lution layer. F is composed of two 3×3 convolution layers.

vt is split into intermediate variables vit, v
f
t , v

o
t , v

g
t . All state

and intermediate variables have the same size RN×N×Dconv .

The hidden state hconv
t goes through two separate convolu-

tion layers to produce ztheme
t+1 and z

adep

t+1. The action dependent

feature z
adep

t+1 is used to produce zcontent
t+1 , along with z

aindep

t+1 .

We also add a plain LSTM [18] module that only takes

zt as input. Therefore, this module is responsible for infor-

mation that does not depend on the action at. The input zt
is flattened into a vector, and all variables inside this mod-

ule have size RDlinear . The hidden state goes through a linear

layer that outputs z
aindep

t+1 . Finally, z
adep

t+1 and z
aindep

t+1 are used as

inputs to two AdaIN + Conv blocks.

α,β = MLP (z
aindep

t+1 ) (6)

zcontent
t+1 = C(A(C(A(z

adep

t+1,α,β)),α,β)) (7)

where we denote convolution and AdaIN layers as C and

A, respectively. An MLP is used to produce α and β. We

reparameterize zadep ,zaindep , ztheme into the standard normal

distribution N(0, I) which allows sampling at test time:

z = µ+ ǫσ, ǫ ∼ N(0, I) (8)

where µ and σ are the intermediate variables for the mean

and standard deviation for each reparameterization step.

Intuitively, zaindep is used as style for the spatial tensor

zadep through AdaIN layers. zaindep does not get action in-

formation, so it alone cannot learn to generate plausible

next frames. This architecture thus allows disentangling

action-dependent features such as the layout of a scene from

action-independent features such as object types. Note that

the engine could ignore zaindep and only use zadep to learn dy-

namics. If we keep the model size small and use a high KL

penalty on the reparameterized variables, it will utilize full

model capacity and make use of zaindep . We can also enforce

disentanglement between zaindep and zadep using an adversar-

ial loss [7]. In practice, we found that our model was able

to disentangle information well without such a loss.

Training: We extend the training procedure of

GameGAN [27] in latent space to train our model with

adversarial and VAE losses. Our adversarial losses Ladv

come from two networks: 1) single latent discriminator,

and 2) temporal action-conditioned discriminator. We first

flatten zt into a vector with size R
N2D1+D2 . The sin-

gle latent discriminator is an MLP that tries to discrimi-

nate produced zt from the real latent codes. The temporal

action-conditioned discriminator is implemented as a tem-

poral convolution network such that we apply filters in the

temporal dimension [28] where the actions at are fused to

the temporal dimension. We also sample negative actions

āt, and the job of the discriminator is to figure out if the

given sequence of latent codes is realistic and faithful to the

given action sequences. We use the temporal discriminator

features to reconstruct the input action sequence and reduce

the action reconstruction loss Laction to help the dynamics

engine to be faithful to the given actions. Finally, we add

latent code reconstruction loss Llatent so that the generated

zt matches the ground truth latent codes, and reduce the KL

penalty LKL for z
adep

t ,z
aindep

t , ztheme
t . The final loss function

is LDE = Ladv + Llatent + Laction + LKL. Our model is

trained with 32 time-steps with a warm-up phase similar to

GameGAN. Further details are provided in the Appendix.

3.3. Differentiable Simulation

One compelling aspect of DriveGAN is that it can create

an editable simulation environment from a real video. As

DriveGAN is fully differentiable, it allows for recovering

the scene and scenario by discovering the underlying fac-

tors of variations that comprise a video, while also recover-

ing the actions that the agent took, if these are not provided.

We refer to this as differentiable simulation. Once these

parameters are discovered, the agent can use DriveGAN to
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Figure 6: Differentiable simulation: We can first optimize

for the underlying sequence of inputs that can reproduce a real

video. With its controllability, we can replay the same scenario

with modified content or scene condition.

re-simulate the scene and take different actions. DriveGAN

further allows sampling and modification of various compo-

nents of a scene, thus testing the agent in the same scenario

under different weather conditions or objects.

First, note that reparametrization steps (Eq. 8) involve a

stochastic variable ǫ which gives stochasticity in a simula-

tion to produce diverse future scenarios. Given a sequence

of frames from a real video x0, ..., xT , our model can be

used to find the underlying a0, ..., aT−1, ǫ0, ...ǫT−1:

minimize
a0..T−1,ǫ0..T−1

T∑

t=1

||zt− ẑt||+λ1||at−at−1||+λ2||ǫt|| (9)

where zt is the output of our model, ẑt is the encoding of xt

with the encoder, and λ1, λ2 are hyperparameters for regu-

larizers. We add action regularization assuming the action

space is continuous and at does not differ significantly from

at−1. To prevent the model from utilizing ǫt to explain all

differences between frames, we also add the ǫ regularizer.

4. Experiments

We perform thorough quantitative (Sec 4.1) and qualita-

tive (Sec 4.2) experiments on the following datasets.

Carla [9] simulator is an open-source simulator for au-

tonomous driving research. We use five towns in Carla to

RWD

Gibson

Carla Figure 7: Image

samples from three

datasets studied in this

work, for simulated

and real-world driving,

and indoor navigation.

generate the dataset. The ego-agent and other vehicles are

randomly placed and use random policy to drive in the en-

vironment. Each sequence has a randomly sampled weather

condition and consists of 80 frames sampled at 4Hz. 48K

sequences are extracted, and 43K are used for training.

Gibson environment [56] virtualizes real-world indoor

buildings and has an integrated physics engine with which

virtual agents can be controlled. We first train a reinforce-

ment learning agent that can navigate towards a given des-

tination coordinate. In each sequence, we randomly place

the agent in a building and sample a destination. 85K se-

quences each with 30 frames are extracted from 100 indoor

environments, and 76K sequences are used for training.

Real World Driving (RWD) data consists of real-world

recordings of human driving on multiple different highways

and cities. It was collected in a variety of different weather

and times. RWD is composed of 128K sequences each with

36 frames extracted at 8Hz. It corresponds to ∼ 160 hours

of driving, and we use 125K sequences for training.

Figure 7 illustrates scenes from the datasets. Each se-

quence consists of the extracted frames (256×256) and the

actions the ego agent takes at each time step. The 2-dim

actions consist of the agent’s speed and angular velocity.

4.1. Quantitative Results

The quality of simulators needs to be evaluated in two

aspects. The generated videos from simulators have to look

realistic, and their distribution should match the distribution

of the real videos. They also need to be faithful to the action

sequences used to produce them. This is essential to be use-

ful for downstream tasks, such as training a robot. There-

fore, we use two automatic metrics to measure the perfor-

mance of models. The experiments are carried out by using

the first frames and action sequences of the test set. The

remaining frames are generated autoregressively.

We compare with four baseline models: Action-RNN [3]

is a simple action-conditioned RNN model trained with re-

construction loss on the pixel space, Stochastic Adversar-

ial Video Prediction (SAVP) [33] and GameGAN [27] are

trained with adversarial loss along with reconstruction loss

on the pixel space, World Model [14] trains a vision model

based on VAE and an RNN based on mixture density net-

works (MDN-RNN). World Model is similar to our model

as they first extract latent codes and learn MDN-RNN on

top of the learned latent space. However, their VAE is not

powerful enough to model the complexities of the datasets

studied in this work. Fig 9 shows how a simple VAE cannot

reconstruct the inputs; thus, the plain World Model cannot

produce realistic video sequences by default. Therefore, we

include a variant, denoted as World Model*, that uses our

proposed latent space to train the MDN-RNN component.

We also conduct human evaluations with Amazon Me-

chanical Turk. For 300 generated sequences from each
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Figure 8: Comparison of baseline models. All models are given the same initial screen and sequence of actions. Our model can produce

a high-quality temporally consistent simulation that conforms to the action sequence.

Figure 9: Left: original images, Middle: reconstructed images from

VAE, Right: reconstructed images from our encoder-decoder model.

dataset, we show one video from our model and one video

from a baseline model for the same test data. The workers

are asked to mark their preferences on ours versus the base-

line model on visual qulity and action consistency (Fig 10).

Video Quality: Tab 1 shows the result on Fréchet Video

Distance (FVD) [52]. FVD measures the distance between

the distributions of the ground truth and generated video se-

quences. FVD is an extension of FID [16] for videos and is

suitable for measuring the quality of generated videos. Our

model achieves lower FVD than all baseline models except

for GameGAN on Gibson. The primary reason we suspect

is that our model on Gibson sometimes slightly changes the

brightness. In contrast, GameGAN, being a model directly

learned on pixel space, produced more consistent bright-

ness. Human evaluation of visual quality (Fig 10) shows

that subjects strongly prefer our model, even for Gibson.

Action Consistency: We measure if generated se-

quences conform to the input action sequences. We train a

CNN model that takes two images from real videos as input

and predicts the action that caused the transition between

them. The model is trained by reducing the mean-squared

error loss between the predicted and input actions. The

trained model can be applied to the generated sequences

from simulator models to evaluate action consistency. Ta-

Frechet Video Distance ↓
Model Carla Gibson RWD

Action-RNN 1523.3 1109.2 2560.7

World Model 1663.0 1212.0 2795.6

World Model* 1138.6 561.1 591.7

SAVP 1018.2 470.7 977.9

GameGAN 739.5 311.4 801.0

Ours 281.9 360.0 518.0

Table 1: Results on FVD [52]. Lower is better.
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Figure 10: Human evaluation: Our model outperforms baseline

models on both criteria.

ble 2 and human evaluation (Fig 10) show that our model

achieves the best performance on all datasets.

4.2. Controllability and Differentiable Simulation

DriveGAN learns to disentangle factors comprising a

scene without supervision, and it naturally allows controlla-

bility on all zs as zadep , zaindep , zcontent and ztheme can be sam-

pled from the prior distribution. Fig 4 demonstrates how

we can change the background color or weather condition

by sampling and swapping ztheme. Fig 12 shows how sam-

pling different zaindep modifies the interior parts, such as ob-
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Action Prediction Loss ↓
Model Carla Gibson RWD

Action-RNN 4.850 0.062 0.586

World Model 5.310 0.167 0.721

World Model* 17.384 0.082 0.885

SAVP 3.178 0.070 0.645

GameGAN 2.341 0.065 0.638

Ours 1.686 0.045 0.412

Real Data 0.370 0.005 0.159

Table 2: Results on Action Prediction. Lower is better.

Randomly Generated + Random + Random + Random

Figure 11: Users can randomly sample a vector for a grid cell in

ztheme to change the cell’s content. The white figner corresponds

to the locations a user clicked to modify.

Randomly Generated + Random

!

+ Random + Random

Figure 12: Swapping zaindep modifies objects in a scene while

keeping layout, such as the shape of the road, consistent. Top:

right turn, Middle: road for slight left, Bottom: straight road.

ject shapes, while keeping the layout and theme consistent.

This allows users to sample various scenarios for specific

layout shapes. As zcontent is a spatial tensor, we can sample

each grid cell to change the content of the cell. In the bot-

tom row of Fig 11, a user clicks specific locations to erase a

tree, add a tree, and add a building.

We also record the sampled zs corresponding to specific

content and build an editable neural simulator, as in Fig 1.

This editing procedure lets users create unique simulation

scenarios and selectively focus on the ones they want. Note

that we can even sample the first screen, unlike some previ-

ous works such as GameGAN [27].

Differentiable Simulation: Sec 3.3 introduces how we

can create an editable simulation environment from a real

video by recovering the underlying actions a and stochastic

Real Video B
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optimized
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Figure 13: We optimize action (aA

0..T−1, a
B

0..T−1) and stochastic

variable sequences (ǫA0..T−1, ǫ
B

0..T−1) for real videos A and B. Let

zA0 be the latent code of A’s initial frame. We show re-played

sequences using (zA0 , aA, ǫA), (zA0 , aB , ǫA) and (zA0 , aA, ǫB).

variables ǫ with Eq.(9). Fig 13 illustrates the result of dif-

ferentiable simulation. The third row exhibits how we can

recover the original video A by running DriveGAN with

optimized a and ǫ. To verify we have recovered a success-

fully and not just overfitted using ǫ, we evaluate the quality

of optimized a from test data using the Action Prediction

loss from Tab 2. Optimized a results in a loss of 1.91 and

0.57 for Carla and RWD, respectively. These numbers are

comparable to Tab 2 and much lower than the baseline per-

formances of 3.64 and 1.01, calculated with the mean of ac-

tions from the training data, demonstrating that DriveGAN

can recover unobserved actions successfully. We can even

recover a and ǫ for non-existing intermediate frames. That

is, we can do frame interpolation to discover in-between

frames given a reference and a future frame. If the time be-

tween the two frames is small, even a naive linear interpo-

lation could work. However, for a large gap (≥ 1 second), it

is necessary to reason about the environment’s dynamics to

properly interpolate objects in a scene. We modify Eq.(9) to

minimize the reconstruction term for the last frame zT only,

and add a regularization ||zt − zt−1|| on the intermediate

zs. Fig 14 shows the result. Top row, which shows interpo-

lation in the latent space, produces reasonable in-between

frames, but if inspected closely, we can see the transition

is unnatural (e.g. a tree appears out of nowhere). On the

contrary, with differentiable simulation, we can see how

it learns to utilize the dynamics of DriveGAN to produce

plausible transitions between frames. In Fig 15, we calcu-

late the action prediction loss with optimized actions from

frame interpolation. We discover optimized actions that fol-

low the ground-truth actions closely when we interpolate

frames one second apart. As the interpolation interval be-

comes larger, the loss increases since many possible action
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Frame 1 Frame 2

Frame 1 Frame 2

Top: linear interpolation with latent codes Bottom: interpolation with differentiable simulation

Figure 14: Frame Interpolation We run differentiable simulation to produce Frame 2 given Frame 1. Top: Linear interpolation in latent

space does not account for transition dynamics correctly. Bottom: DriveGAN keeps dynamics consistent with respect to the environment.
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Figure 15: Optimized actions from frame interpolation discovers

in-between actions. Mean action measures action prediction loss

when the mean of actions from the training dataset is used as input.

sequences lead to the same resulting frame. This shows the

possibility of using differentiable simulation for video com-

pression as it can decode missing intermediate frames.

Differentiable simulation also allows replaying the same

scenario with different inputs. In Fig 13, we get optimized

aA, ǫA and aB , ǫB for two driving videos, A and B. We re-

play starting with the encoded first frame zA0 of A. On the

fourth row, ran with (aB ,ǫA), we see that a vehicle is placed

at the same location as A, but since we use the slightly-

left action sequence aB , the ego agent changes the lane

and slides toward the vehicle. The fifth row, replayed with

(aA,ǫB), shows the same ego-agent’s trajectory as A, but it

puts a vehicle at the same location as B due to ǫB . This ef-

fectively shows that we can blend-in two different scenarios

together. Furthermore, we can modify the content and run

a simulation with the environment inferred from a video. In

Fig 6, we create a simulation environment from a RWD test

data, and replay with modified objects and weather.

4.3. Additional Experiments

LiftSplat [40] proposed a model for producing the

Bird’s-Eye-View (BEV) representation of a scene from

camera images. We use LiftSplat to get BEV lane predic-

tions from a simulated sequence from DriveGAN (Fig 16).

Simulated scenes are realistic enough for LiftSplat to pro-

duce accurate predictions. This shows the potential of

DriveGAN being used with other perception models to be

useful for downstream tasks such as training an autonomous

Simulated BEV BEV𝑡 = 1 𝑡 = 5

BEV BEV𝑡 = 9 𝑡 = 13

Figure 16: Bird’s-Eve-View (BEV) lane prediction with Lift-

Splat [40] model on generated scenes.

driving agent. Furthermore, in real-time driving, LiftSplat

can potentially employ DriveGAN’s simulated frames as a

safety measure to be robust to sudden camera drop-outs.

Plain StyleGAN latent space: StyleGAN [26] proposes

an optimization scheme to project images into their latent

codes without an encoder. The projection process opti-

mizes each image and requires significant time (∼19200

GPU hours for Gibson). Therefore, we use 25% of Gibson

data to compare with the projection approach. We train the

same dynamics model on top of the projected and proposed

latent spaces. The projection approach resulted in FVD of

636.8 with the action prediction loss of 0.225, whereas ours

achieved 411.9 (FVD) and 0.050 (action prediction loss).

5. Conclusion

We proposed DriveGAN for a controllable high-quality

simulation. DriveGAN leverages a novel encoder and

an image GAN to produce a latent space on which the

proposed dynamics engine learns the transitions between

frames. DriveGAN allows sampling and disentangling of

different components of a scene without supervision. This

lets users interactively edit scenes during a simulation and

produce unique scenarios. We showcased differentiable

simulation which opens up promising ways for utilizing

real-world videos to discover the underlying factors of vari-

ations and train robots in the re-created environments.
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